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Abstract

Attending meetings is a common activity where people accomplish tasks and extend their relationships. But what happens when a meeting is over? Is that the end of the meeting conversation? This study empirically demonstrates that meetings are not discrete events; rather they are a form of persistent conversation processes, involving combinations of ICTs and face-to-face communication. Conversations between meetings contribute to a meeting process-perspective and link to the development of bonding and bridging social capital. The findings suggest that the frequency of face-to-face conversations and text messaging between meetings, positively impact bonding social capital. Peoples’ attitudes toward continuing conversations between meetings positively impacts bridging social capital. The frequency of using many contemporary ICTs—e.g., Facebook, Twitter, and GroupMe—between meetings was not a significant predictor in developing social capital, even in a sample of young adults.

1. Introduction

Meetings are a central place where people communicate at work and in their personal lives [1-3]. Voluntary membership organizations, in particular, are different from work organizations because people join these groups to meet their leisure, interest, and friendship needs [4-6]. In these types of organizations, people from disparate locations convene at specific times and the conversational thread is woven around specified meetings. These interactions not only allow groups to accomplish tasks, but they also help people form relationships that can benefit them socially, economically, and personally [4,7].

Now that people have access to information and communication technologies (ICTs) around the clock, meetings have changed in many ways [9,10]. ICTs free meeting conversations from the lock-step synchrony of face-to-face conversation [11] and render people accessible in different places and at later times [12]. Processes of turn-taking and topic maintenance through ICTs build up interactional coherence that facilitate persistent meeting conversations [13,14]. For example, emails are used to deliver agendas before meetings, and after meetings, emails are sent to follow-up [15]. Instant messages are leveraged to arrange and coordinate scheduled and impromptu meetings through conversational coherence in virtual teams [14]. Increasingly, people are using meeting tools and social networking sites (SNS) to collaborate and determine ideal meeting times [15], contribute agenda items, and create meeting invites on Facebook [16]. Yet we know very little about how people communicate between meetings and the impact their interactions have on subsequent face-to-face (FtF) meetings.

Researchers who have considered between-meeting activities tend to focus on meeting follow-ups or pre-meeting conversations [15,17,18]. While this research has helped expand the idea of meeting boundaries, these concepts still compartmentalize meetings based on a pre-meeting, during meeting, and post-meeting framework. This current study shifts the conceptualization of a meeting to that of a process, instead of a discrete event. We empirically demonstrate how between-meeting conversations work with combinations of ICTs and FtF meeting conversations to constitute a meeting process. This approach responds to calls for more conceptual work on meetings [19] and for requests to analyze existing ICT-mediated conversational practices that constitute and perpetuate organizational lives [11,12].

We test our research models using a cross-organizational sample of young adults from over 230 different voluntary membership organizations. To accomplish our research goals, first we develop a conceptual model that combines variables known to influence meeting behavior with an added set of...
variables focused on between-meeting communication. Next, we discuss the relevance of social capital as a key meeting outcome that is linked to relationship building. We rely on conceptualizations of bonding and bridging forms of social capital [4,8,20]. Finally, we share the implications of the research and provide specific applications useful for extending this work to other contexts and outcomes.

2. Meetings as process, not isolated events

Schwartzman (1989) defined meetings as communicative events that include three or more people and address issues of concern to the group or a larger community. Today, technology is playing an increasing role in extending meeting boundaries. Theoretical work on ICT use, including FtF, proposes how combinatorial ICTs might be used between meetings (ICT Succession Theory, [21]). Empirical studies have found that people use a mix of ICTs to search for information and communicate with others before they attend a meeting, and they also follow up using ICTs after a FtF meeting [18]. In Chudoba et al.’s study of distributed meetings [15], one respondent explained: “Email is distributed mainly after meetings—we may share ideas between meetings. The electronic discussion may reach a level that the item will be added to next week’s meeting” (p. 17). This quote explains that cycle; conversations occurring after a discrete meeting, become the pre-meeting items for the next discrete meeting: a form of persistent conversation.

This prior work, combined with the growth in ICT use, and the documented knowledge that groups change over time [22], leads us to argue that since ongoing conversations occur between meetings, we should conceptualize meetings as a process. We still acknowledge that discrete meeting events occur and constitute what people call “a meeting,” but we need to more fully consider what happens around meetings as part of an integrated process.

2.1. Variables influencing discrete meetings

For us to argue that meetings are a process, it is important to explore how the process perspective contributes to the current understanding of what happens during a discrete meeting. Therefore, we first examine in-meeting variables that can affect meeting experiences and relationship development.

Past research has shown that individual-level variables affect how people perceive a meeting and include the role the person has in the meeting [23, 24] and their tenure in the organization [24, 25]. Meeting load is also an important predictor of meeting satisfaction [26]. Since people often join voluntary membership organizations to meet their leisure and interest needs [4], people attending many meetings will likely have a different perception of information load than individuals attending few meetings [26], so we include this variable in our model. Together, these variables serve as conceptual measures of individual engagement; something that should affect relationships and thus social capital.

Meeting-related variables, like the size of the meeting, also have been shown to influence meeting outcomes like perceived effectiveness [27]. Finally, scholars studying meetings and teams have found that the attitude people have toward their meetings can affect a variety of outcomes like satisfaction [23], inclusion and belonging [28], and relationship development [3]; variables related to social capital development.

2.2. Using combinatorial ICTs to continue meeting conversations

A process perspective on meetings suggests that if we only study what happens during a discrete meeting, we miss important opportunities to examine how relationships are built and how tasks are accomplished through between-meeting conversations. Prior research has identified two main reasons to have conversations between meetings: relationship development and coordination [15]. Furthermore, many of these between-meeting conversations happen through combinations of ICTs. Coordination purposes include activities like doing meeting pre-work over email before attending a FtF meeting [18]. Relationship development also occurs by continuing conversations through ICTs since combinations of FtF and technologies are often needed to strengthen relationships [15].

There are many ICTs that can be used to connect meeting attendees. Now that many people own personal communication devices—e.g., mobile phones with text messaging, email, and social networking sites—access can be more frequent [29]. This new personal communication society allows people to connect interpersonally and develop interpersonal bonds [30]. These connections are very important in voluntary membership organizations [4].

More recently, social media also have changed relationship building and social information seeking in ways informative for a meeting process perspective. When studying college students’ use of Facebook, there is evidence that when people engage in social information seeking, they increase their bonding social capital [30]. There is also evidence that SNS play an important role in developing bridging social capital [31-34]. Likewise, in workplace settings researchers found enterprise social media can facilitate the development of personal relationships and work-related collaborations in the offline world [35]. Consequently individuals may be able to increase their social capital by expanding their
networks or bridging across structural holes based on a persistent textual record of the conversations and contacts on enterprise social media [12].

3. Social capital as a key meeting outcome

Social capital can be defined as the resources that develop and are accumulated from the relationships that people form with others [7]. Here we focus on individual social capital, based on the relationships and connections that members form with others in the organization. Individuals may develop social capital through resources that they attain from other individuals in their networks, including access to information [7,20] and the formation of personal relationships [8].

In this study, we conceptualize and operationalize social capital using two different forms: bonding and bridging. Bonding social capital refers to the benefits and support individuals receive from their close, inner circle of contacts, including family and friends [8]. Through a meeting lens, bonding social capital refers to the familiar intimate relationships formed with other members in the organization that can provide emotional support through interactions. The second form of social capital, bridging, refers to the type of resources and benefits that individuals experience based on their “weak or latent ties,” such as acquaintances. The concept of weak ties originated with Granovetter [26] and his subsequent work that demonstrated how people, more loosely connected, share less redundant and more beneficial information. Thus, bridging social capital enables individuals to gain new, diverse perspectives from ties that do not form as part of their usual, inner circle of contacts [8].

4. Research questions and hypotheses

We argue that an important outcome of participating in voluntary membership meetings stems from the ability to develop bonding and bridging social capital. Interactions between members can cultivate relationships that can be identified as (a) strong ties—defined as close, supportive, and trusting relationships [7]—that lead to bonding social capital, and (b) weak ties—more distant relationships [26]—that lead to bridging social capital [8].

Our first hypothesis and research question focus on discrete meetings and include the variables past research have shown to influence relationship development. These variables are most closely linked to bonding social capital because they are primarily strong tie relationship development; thus, we pose a hypothesis for discrete meeting effects on bonding social capital. However, it is quite possible that these meeting variables are also related to bridging social capital. Weak ties may be affected by discrete meeting factors and therefore, we ask a research question for bridging social capital.

H1: During FfF meetings, meeting role, membership tenure, meeting size, total organizational membership, perceived overload, and attitude toward the FtF meeting will influence the development of bonding social capital.

RQ1: During FfF meetings, to what extent do meeting role, membership tenure, meeting size, total organizational membership, perceived overload, and attitude toward the FtF meeting describe the development of bridging social capital?

4.1. Continuing conversations between meetings through ICTs and FtF conversations

To demonstrate the unique contribution of a process theory perspective on meetings, we need to show that moving beyond a discrete event has an impact on outcomes, specifically social capital in this study. While we acknowledge that in some voluntary organizations, FtF meetings are subordinate to these more informal conversations, to develop our process perspective, it is important to show the unique contribution of these continued conversations. Therefore, we specify how these conversations are continued and the core variables that influence these between-meeting conversations. Since we know that technology-use increasingly plays a salient role in the meeting process, it follows that the frequency with which people use ICTs along with FtF communication should have an impact on social capital development. Because we include ICTs in our model, we will also include expertise with using those ICTs. Finally, past research on ICTs like Facebook suggests that the attitudes young adults have when using relationship management tools can affect their use of those ICTs [32]. Since our model suggests that ICTs will be used to continue conversations, we will include a measure of people’s attitude toward continuing conversations and it will be comparable to the attitude measure of FtF meetings.

Taken together, these between-meeting variables should contribute significantly to social capital development, above and beyond what discrete meeting predictors contribute. This leads to the following hypothesis:

H2: Between FtF meetings, the more frequently people use ICTs and have FtF conversations, along with their technology expertise and their attitude toward continuing conversations between meetings, will contribute significantly to the development of bonding and bridging social capital.

We can predict that ICTs allow people to connect and continue to build strong and weak ties between meetings, but predicting effects of specific ICTs is more
difficult. There is growing research that links SNS—specifically Facebook—to the development of bridging social capital in college students [31,32,34,36] and working adults [33]. We also know that text messaging is used to foster personal relationships [29] and email is a dominant ICT in work organizations for sending meeting agendas and following up after meetings [15,18]. But that research has not linked those ICT use behaviors to specific forms of social capital and they have not been studied in volunteer-membership organizations. Furthermore, there are new video and internet-based meeting technologies that have not been explored in the meeting conversation context. Therefore, we ask the following research question:

RQ2: When used to continue meeting conversations, how does the frequency of using specific ICTs and FtF conversation describe the development of bonding and bridging social capital?

5. Method

5.1. Participants and procedures

Participants were recruited from a large U.S. university in the Southwestern area of the United States and a key criterion for participation was involvement in at least one student organization on campus where membership was voluntary. These participants were recruited from a multi-major subject recruitment pool, accessed an online survey, and were awarded extra credit for their participation. Most participants reported attending one to two meetings a week (N = 223) with 53 attending three or more meetings a week. All participants selected one organization where they regularly attend meetings and answered the questions based on this single organization. Since this study examined communication practices that occurred between FtF meetings, participants indicating they rarely met FtF (N = 13) were removed from the sample.

The resulting sample (N = 279) was 21.3% (N = 59) male and 78.7% (N = 218) female and had an average age of M = 20.33, SD = 1.36. Participants represented a wide range of student organizations (N = 230), including student government, major-specific groups, Greek, service organizations, and sports groups. These organizations varied in size and 63.1% (N = 176) participants chose to report data from an organization with more than 50 members. Meeting size varied and 166 participants attended meetings with 50 or more attendees, while 124 participants attended smaller meetings with less than 50 attendees. The majority of the subjects had membership tenure in that organization for over one year (N = 175, 62.9%).

5.2. Discrete meeting predictors

To assess the impact of discrete meeting predictors on social capital development, we measured the following predictors. Unless otherwise indicated, variables were assessed on a Likert-type scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7).

5.2.1. Membership level. Subjects were asked to indicate whether their role in the organization was a leader or member. Leaders were defined as those participants who identified their role as an executive officer or a leader of a specific committee (N = 84, 30.7%). The remaining sample (N = 190, 69.3%) were considered members without a specific leadership role. This variable had an M = 1.31, SD = .46.

5.2.2. Membership tenure. This was measured by asking about the time they had been a member of the organization. This variable was dichotomized into less than a year and a year or more because these students rarely have over a four-year tenure. It had a resulting M = 1.64, SD = .48.

5.2.3. Meeting size. Participants were asked how many people attended the average organizational meeting. This variable was dichotomized: under 50 and 50 and over. It had an M = 1.36, SD = .48.

5.2.4. Total organizational membership. We asked participants how many organizations they were a member of and this had an M = 1.19, SD = .39.

5.2.5. Perceived overload. General, not ICT-specific overload, was measured using three items. These items have been used as part of a four-item scale in several studies [8,38]. The removed item was not relevant here because it combined phone calls and meetings into a single measurement item. A principal components factor analysis with varimax rotation revealed a single factor for this three-item scale and created a composite variable with \( \alpha = .90 \), M = 4.04, and SD = 1.71.

5.2.6. Attitude toward FtF meetings. We used a six-item measure, anchored by never and always, to assess meeting attitudes [38]. We modified the stem to address the context of this study and it read, “These meetings are...” A principal components factor analysis with varimax rotation confirmed a single factor and these items resulted in an \( \alpha = .92 \), M = 5.69, and SD = 1.13.

5.3. Between meeting predictors

5.3.1. Perceived ICT-use expertise. We added two items to an existing scale [8]. These items were measured on a scale ranging from novice (1) to expert (7). A principal components factor analysis with varimax rotation revealed a single factor for this three-
item scale and created a composite measure with $\alpha = .85$, $M = 6.14$, and $SD = 0.88$.

5.3.2. Frequency of using specific ICTs to continue conversations between meetings. These individual ICT measurement predictors were created for this study and used the anchors of never and always. The stem appearing before these ICT options said: “After having a typical meeting, how often do you continue discussing meeting content in between meetings through:” To determine the ICTs used on this campus, our research team conducted 22 interviews with students and asked them to list all the ICTs they use to communicate with others in their organizations. These interviews produced the following 11 ICTs plus FtF conversation included in the study: texting, messaging, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Vine, Skype, Video chat, Google Hangout, GroupMe, email, and informal FtF meetings.

While individual ICT use can be informative, we also conducted a principal components factor analysis with varimax rotation to see if these ICTs could be both statistically and conceptually grouped. One of the factors met both these criteria and thus we combined the six ICTs and it had an $M = 2.13$ for the frequency of FtF conversations between meetings. The $\alpha = .88$, $M = 5.06$, and $SD = 1.27$. Bridging social capital had an $\alpha = .88$ a $M = 5.06$, and $SD = 1.27$. Bridging social capital had an $\alpha = .92$, $M = 5.47$, and $SD = 1.15$.

6. Results

The correlations for all variables used in these analyses are displayed in Table 2. A $p < .05$ acceptance criterion for significance was used for the reported statistical tests. Relevant data assumptions were checked for a regression including multicollinearity, distributions, and outliers. Before conducting the analyses, four univari ate and three multivariate outliers were removed.

Table 2. Correlations Between Variables in Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Bonding</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.40***</td>
<td>.18**</td>
<td>.24***</td>
<td>.34***</td>
<td>.32***</td>
<td>.33***</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.29***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Bridging</td>
<td>.40***</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>.47***</td>
<td>.31***</td>
<td>.21***</td>
<td>.23***</td>
<td>.18**</td>
<td>.14**</td>
<td>.47***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. MT</td>
<td>.18**</td>
<td>.31***</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.20**</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.20**</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. MT</td>
<td>.14**</td>
<td>.21***</td>
<td>.23***</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.20**</td>
<td>.18**</td>
<td>.15**</td>
<td>.28***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. MS</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.18**</td>
<td>.15**</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.24***</td>
<td>.18**</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.48***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. FT</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.25***</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.15**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. TE</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.24***</td>
<td>.25***</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.15**</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. FtF to</td>
<td>.15**</td>
<td>.28***</td>
<td>.35**</td>
<td>.18**</td>
<td>.18**</td>
<td>.15**</td>
<td>.28***</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.28***</td>
<td>.29***</td>
<td>.35**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. TM to</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.15**</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.26***</td>
<td>.29***</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.32**</td>
<td>.29***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. E to</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.15**</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.26***</td>
<td>.29***</td>
<td>.35**</td>
<td>.29***</td>
<td>.32**</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.28***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. FB to</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.28***</td>
<td>.35**</td>
<td>.29***</td>
<td>.29***</td>
<td>.32**</td>
<td>.35**</td>
<td>.28***</td>
<td>.28***</td>
<td>.28***</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Attitude</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.28***</td>
<td>.35**</td>
<td>.29***</td>
<td>.29***</td>
<td>.32**</td>
<td>.35**</td>
<td>.28***</td>
<td>.28***</td>
<td>.28***</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: $^*$, $^*$, $^*$, $^*$; SC = Social Capital, MR = Meeting Role, MT = Membership Tenure, MS = Meeting Size, ATFM = Attitude towards FtF Meetings, TE = Technology expertise, CC = Continuing Conversations Between Meetings, TM = Text Message, E = Email, FB = Facebook.

6.1. Hypothesis 1: Developing bonding social capital during discrete meetings

Hypothesis one predicted that during FtF meetings, meeting role, membership tenure, meeting size, total organizational membership, perceived overload, and attitude toward the FtF meeting would increase the development of bonding social capital. We examined this hypothesis using a linear regression and the resulting model was significant with an $F(6, 234) = 15.22$, $p < .001$ and an $R^2_{adj} = .26$. Four of the individual predictors were significant: membership tenure ($\beta = .20$,
6.2. Research question 1: Developing bridging social capital during discrete meetings

Research question one asked if meeting role, membership tenure, meeting size, total organizational membership, perceived overload, and attitude toward the FtF meeting is related to bridging social capital development. We addressed this research question using a linear regression and the resulting model was significant with an $F(6, 233) = 16.6, p < .001$ and an $R^2_{adj}$ of .28. Only one of the individual variables was related to bridging social capital and that was having a positive attitude toward the FtF meeting ($\beta = .53, p < .001$).

6.3. Hypothesis 2: Linking ICT use between meetings with social capital

Hypothesis two predicted that the frequency of using ICTs and FtF conversation between meetings, along with technology expertise and attitude toward continuing conversations between meetings, will contribute significantly to the development of bonding and bridging social capital. We examined hypothesis two using a hierarchical linear regression and there were two blocks of variables entered based on the theoretical model developed in this paper. See Tables 2 and 3 for the complete models.

6.3.1. Bonding social capital. In block one of the regression, meeting role, membership tenure, meeting size, total organizational membership, perceived overload, and attitude toward the FtF meeting were added into the model because they are important FtF meeting variables. Three of these predictors were significant with the individual standardized beta weights being the following: membership tenure ($\beta = .12, p < .05$), meeting size ($\beta = .21, p < .001$), and positive attitude toward the FtF meeting ($\beta = .26, p < .001$). In block two of the regression, we developed the between-meeting theoretical model to verify our prediction that it contributed unique variance to bonding social capital. This hypothesis was partially supported and the resulting model was significant with a $F(14, 225) = 11.82, p < .001$, an $R^2_{adj}$ of .39, and a significant $\Delta R^2 = .13, p < .01$. The significant individual predictors included technology expertise ($\beta = .17, p < .001$) and positive attitude toward continuing the conversation between the meetings ($\beta = .29, p < .001$).

6.3.2. Bridging social capital. In block one of the regression, meeting role, membership tenure, meeting size, total organizational membership, perceived overload, and attitude toward the FtF meeting were added into the model because they are important FtF meeting variables. Two of these predictors were significant with the individual standardized beta weights being the following: meeting role ($\beta = -.16, p < .01$), and positive attitude toward the FtF meeting ($\beta = .35, p < .001$). In block two of the regression, we developed the between-meeting theoretical model to verify our prediction that it contributed unique variance to bridging social capital. This hypothesis was partially supported and the resulting model was significant with a $F(14, 225) = 11.82, p < .001$, an $R^2_{adj}$ of .39, and a significant $\Delta R^2 = .13, p < .01$. The significant individual predictors included technology expertise ($\beta = .17, p < .001$) and positive attitude toward continuing the conversation between the meetings ($\beta = .29, p < .001$).

### Table 2. Predictors of Bonding Social Capital Resulting from Conversations Between Meetings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prediction</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$R^2_{adj}$</th>
<th>$\Delta R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Block 1: During the FtF Meeting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting role</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.38***</td>
<td>.26***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership tenure</td>
<td>.20***</td>
<td>.12**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting size</td>
<td>.23***</td>
<td>.21***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total organizational membership</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived overload</td>
<td>.15***</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive attitude toward FtF Meeting</td>
<td>.34***</td>
<td>.26***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block 2: Continuing Conversations (cc)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.15***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology expertise</td>
<td>.20***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FtF conversations B/T meetings freq.</td>
<td>.19***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text messaging to cc B/T meetings freq.</td>
<td>.26***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email to cc B/T meetings freq.</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook to cc B/T meetings freq.</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GroupMe to cc B/T meetings freq.</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public ICTs cc B/T meetings freq.</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive attitude toward cc B/T meetings freq.</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total $R^2_{adj}$</td>
<td>.39***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: $B/T = between$.

### Table 3. Predictors of Bridging Social Capital Resulting from Conversations Between Meetings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prediction</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$R^2_{adj}$</th>
<th>$\Delta R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Block 1: During the FtF Meeting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting role</td>
<td>-.09</td>
<td>-.16**</td>
<td>.26***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership tenure</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting size</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total organizational membership</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived overload</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive attitude toward FtF Meeting</td>
<td>.53***</td>
<td>.35***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block 2: Continuing Conversations (cc)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.13**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology expertise</td>
<td>.17**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FtF conversations B/T meetings freq.</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text messaging to cc B/T meetings freq.</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email to cc B/T meetings freq.</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook to cc B/T meetings freq.</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GroupMe to cc B/T meetings freq.</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public ICTs cc B/T meetings freq.</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive attitude toward cc B/T meetings freq.</td>
<td>.29***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total $R^2_{adj}$</td>
<td>.39***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: $B/T = between$.
7. Discussion

This study more fully conceptualizes meetings as a persistent conversation that can build social capital. Our findings suggest that when members of voluntary membership organizations use interpersonal ICTs like text messaging and FtF conversations to continue meeting conversations, those practices are associated with increased levels of personal bonding social capital. Furthermore, technology expertise and attitudes toward continuing conversations are related to bridging social capital, but the frequency of using specific ICTs is not.

This study contributes to persistent conversation research in three primary ways. First, these findings provide a starting point for the development of a process-based theoretical model that can be used to study meeting practices longitudinally. Second, our findings show that frequent communication between meetings is important when developing bonding social capital. Finally, this research suggests that even in a young, technology-savvy sample, more traditional, FtF communication still matters when the goal is to develop social capital.

7.1. Theoretical contributions related to persistent conversations

These findings suggest that our foray into reconceptualizing meetings as a process is feasible and can produce results that inform important outcomes like social capital. Our model acknowledges that during a discrete FtF meeting, people are likely developing social capital, but viewing meetings as persistent conversations through ICT use offers a tangible way to begin studying communicative meeting practices from a process perspective. People do not necessarily appear at a meeting site as a blank slate, conduct the business of the meeting, and leave the meeting site with no ongoing conversations. It is more common that meetings are simply a vehicle to convene—FtF or online—and the work of meetings occurs around discrete meetings.

Our models also extend the sociomaterial understanding of meetings. Continuing meeting conversations through FtF and ICTs involves combinatorial use of physical and virtual interactions in an ongoing process. This is consistent with the argument that human and material (or technology) agencies—the basic building blocks common to routines and technologies—are inextricably entangled in the process of organizing [12]. Scholars have argued that entwined human and technology agencies create and change routines (e.g., connecting meeting participants through emails or phone calls). Other times, humans and technology combine to produce or alter technologies (e.g., developing add-on applications for a meeting software platform; [12]).

7.2. Applications of this research

7.2.1. Bonding social capital findings: Frequent communication. Variables associated with discrete FtF meetings account for over one quarter of the variance in bonding social capital. This makes sense in voluntary membership organizations because people often join these groups to build relationships with others who share their interests [4]. Yet, our findings also suggest that conversations happening between meetings account for a unique 15% of the variance in bonding social capital. The frequency with which these conversations occur through additional FtF conversations and text messaging is important to maintain strong relationships. Since attitude toward continuing the conversation is not a significant predictor of bonding social capital, this suggests that relationship-building between meetings is more a process of frequent conversations, occurring through interpersonal channels.

Several other findings deserve explanation because they provide insight into why a process perspective on meetings matters. As predicted, bonding social capital is higher in smaller meetings because there are fewer people and connections are more easily established [40]. Bonding social capital is also higher when people have been members for a longer time. While perceived overload might be present during a discrete FtF meeting or if people attend many meetings [26], our findings suggest that this effect is no longer significant when the conversations are spread out and extended beyond the discrete meeting context. This could be a helpful finding because despite a large body of research on information overload [41], no one has explored how relationship-building information overload occurs or if it occurs at all. These findings suggest that overload could lessen if it is explored using a process perspective.

7.2.2. ICT-related findings. One key contribution this study makes is that we included 11 different ICTs, along with FtF conversation, and linked those to bonding and bridging social capital. Most existing research focuses on one ICT—e.g., Facebook—and uses multiple aspects
of this ICT to predict social capital development [31,33]. While focusing on one specific ICT can provide depth of understanding about that ICT, by including a mix of ICTs, we simultaneously considered that a group of ICTs, can work together as people form relationships. The frequency that people used F2F and text messaging between meetings had a strong association with bonding social capital. The F2F findings are logical because past research has shown that F2F can offer major advantages that include the development and sustaining of social bonding, sharing experiences in a common space, showing commitment by showing up in person, and being able to manage attention through eye contact [42]. While both of these ICTs can be considered more interpersonal forms of communication, text messaging was more strongly related to bonding social capital than F2F interactions between meetings. This ICT is easily used when people are dispersed, so it makes sense that people keep in touch, continue to build those bonding relationships, and text before they meet F2F again. Furthermore, when using text messaging, people must exchange personal phone number information. In many ways, the social contract required to use this form of communication is entwined with bonding social capital development.

7.2.3. Bridging social capital findings. Bridging social capital, like bonding, is likely developed and reinforced during and between F2F meetings. The two attitudinal measures, having a positive attitude toward F2F meetings and having a positive attitude toward continuing conversations between meetings, are both strong predictors of bridging social capital.

When considered in the context of F2F meetings, along with attitudes and experiences of between meeting conversations, the frequency with which people use any specific ICTs or F2F conversations between meetings is not a significant predictor for bridging social capital. Yet technology expertise and having a positive attitude toward continuing the conversation do play important roles in bridging social capital. It is possible that bridging social capital development requires more than simple quantity of communication through various ICTs. For weak ties to develop, quality of the communication might be more important than the variables we measured, specifically frequency of continuing conversations. Ellison and colleagues’ findings suggest that conversation quality is important in the development of bridging social capital [32].

One of the more surprising findings in this study was that once we included all the variables in our model, using Facebook for conversing between meetings was not associated with either form of social capital. This leads us to consider the context of what we are studying, voluntary membership organizational meetings. In their study, Ellison and colleagues also found no relationship between Facebook use strategies, like initiating contact with new people and maintaining contact with friends and either form of social capital [31]. They found that it was social information seeking behaviors that allowed people to convert latent ties into weak ties and thus influenced social capital development. Perhaps meeting between meetings functions similarly.

7.3. Limitations and future directions
This study contributes new ideas concerning the entanglement of meetings and combinatorial ICT use with the development of social capital. While the findings should be helpful as we continue to explore meetings as persistent conversations, there are several limitations. This study used a self-report, cross-organizational sample design, but all the organizations were voluntary membership organizations on a college campus and all the participants were students. This will affect the generalizability of the findings because these students were young adults and these organizations all held F2F meetings on a single campus. We cannot make claims concerning how these findings translate to a work organization.

Another limitation is that we did not include measures for how people use ICTs during meetings. Future studies should include parallel items to further distinguish between different times when ICTs are used for meeting conversations. The sample that was recruited through a mixed-gender recruitment pool was also heavily female. We examined the correlations and there were few bivariate relationships.

Even though our model development and testing conceptualized social capital as outcome variables, it is quite possible that people with high degrees of social capital could approach meeting communication differently. It is plausible that people who have more social capital are more comfortable seeking out interactions between meetings. As we interpret these findings and provide suggestions for future research, this causal direction issue could heighten the relevance of our study and thus, it lends more credence to our argument for treating meetings as processes.

7.4. Future directions for research
There are several promising directions for future research that could further explain these findings and build an understanding of how to continue conversations between meetings. First, we should test this process model in a workplace context to see if it is representative and to see if the mix of ICTs used with social capital development differ. Scholars could also use these theoretical models to extend our conceptualization of frequency of use to more descriptive and relationship-quality features of ICTs.
The first place to extend this research is into ICTs like Facebook and enterprise social media. These studies could build on the large body of current research and extend these past findings to meetings and could incorporate network analysis into the study. Another area to extend this research is to develop and deploy meeting-specific tools, such as collaborative team software (e.g., Loop, Babble; [43]). The evolution of meeting tools designed to integrate the online/offline meeting process could offer unique contributions to this ever-expanding research area. Furthermore, as technologies that allow researchers to monitor actual ICT use advance, they could provide accurate results for the length and frequency of communication between participants and online tools. While the frequency of using tools like Google Hangout, were not significantly related to social capital in the current study, they were also infrequently used. As their popularity grows, their natural integration can provide scholars with interesting new research questions to explore.

8. Conclusion

This study not only explains what is happening between FtF meetings, but it also shows how ICTs and FtF conversations are being used and the resulting increased social capital. This approach to understanding the meeting process is important because it extends concepts of persistent conversations to meetings. Conversations are fluid, ongoing, and they often use multiple ICTs; all concepts ripe for additional study by interdisciplinary scholars.
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